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Contests Decide College Orators

Edward Funk, Mary Eleanor Weigemberger, and Virginia Miller were the winners in the three oral oration contests held during the past week.

To select the college orator was the purpose of the college oratorial contest held on Feb. 14 in Tyler Auditorium. Of the college's eight contests including John Bathgate, Edward Funk, Fred Evans, Waldo Woodbury, and Willard Ellis, Edward Funk was first place and Fred Evans second place. Judges for the contest were Dr. Milton Vantine, Rev. Charles B. Rath, and Dr. Brice.

The winner of this contest would represent Wooster in the Ohio Intercollegiate Oratorical Contest to be held at Columbus on Mar. 17. However, since Edward Funk will be called into V.1 in the near future, Fred Evans will be Wooster's representative.

(Continued on Page 4)

Wooster Men Report Experiences

As time goes by, there is a growing interest toward travel all over the world and held in high esteem as they march, sail, or fly to the world's big fields of action.

Here are some interesting reports from letters of boys in this country, commenting on Wooster training:

"As long as there is a place like Wooster and its people there something worth fighting for." I feel certain that Wooster can do a fine piece of work even in trying hard anyway.

"I completed my indoctrination at Dartmouth and at Princeton. Believe me, it's tough. I am glad to have my lucky stars for Wooster training."

"I can't tell you how good it is to exist on the college ... and remember this for the rest of your life."

From North Africa: "The Red Cross is really a haven here ... where you can relax and do your part to help the people. It is a great service and appreciated."

Living here is a little rougher than nothing but I seem to have adapted."

From the South Pacific war area: "I have been on my ship about three months now and I certainly have a lot of excitement and a little of everything."

"The things we miss most is fresh meat -- after a pork, tropical rains keep your clothes so wet that it doesn't matter whether your clothes are washed or not."

"Natives are very colorful with their shiny skin and gaudy dresses. Malaya was pleasant but it is under control now."
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**Wooster WAVES**

**I'm All Ears**

After a week-end of hearts and flowers (that is, if you're lucky), I'm sort of satisfying to take the pulse of the country. I'm not sure who, what, where and whereas of Wooster students. But I can tell you a few things. Before we take the national act of the WAVES, I must say that the WAVES wave at the national act of the WAVES. We have a wave on the WAVES at the Cleveland, then a wave on the WAVES at the Cleveland, and then a wave on the WAVES at the Cleveland. There are so many waves at the Cleveland that it's hard to find a place to stand.

For instance, it may be as crowded as a brotherhood meal, where soup and crackers would substitute for the regular meal. This will not approximately $1.20 or 15% per person to go as our contributions to feeding the starving peoples in India, China, France, and Yemen.

Even before the student body voted on this today, certain groups on the campus felt so enthusiastic about this way of helping a world-wide movement that the suggestion was made that we have such a meal regularly, say once a month. That such a movement should arise more or less spontaneously from the students themselves with little urging is a hopeful sign that we are shaking off our inertia and being more responsive to the problems that are caused by the world at war. It is proof that we are willing to sacrifice a little for those who have suffered so much. Such an indication of interest and patriotism are sometimes right to be encouraged and this finding. How about it? — is it soup and crackers once a month?

**Minority or Majority Rule?**

The International Club has written open letters to Senators Burton and Taft and to Representatives Cannon and Bender bringing their attention to the limitations of the two-thirds majority rule necessary for ratifying treaties. The letters ask them to consider the important effect which this may have in the post-war era, and ask them to take steps to broaden a simple majority of both houses to satisfy foreign commitments. These letters are in the library waiting for students to sign them.

Mr. Russell Caldwell in his chapel address gave an excellent account of the affect the rule had in the past and suggesting the danger that might result in the future. He stated that the fact that the United States needs a definite foreign policy now more than ever before. As long as the minority can dictate the terms, it will be impossible for the administration to carry out a foreign policy.

**Just a Suggestion**

May we suggest that class and club meetings be on time at both campuses.

In spite of some persistently dilatory students classes begin on time. Some never end on time. It is true that a ten-minute interval allows the professor to finish a discussion, but it is not provided for an instructor to begin something new. This fact should be realized.

If one professor is late in doing his class, he will cause the students to be late to his next classes.

A little thought on the subject is all that is necessary to remedy this situation because all the professors have their material well organized. Moreover, how much can be accomplished in ten minutes. Some, however, habitually plan more work than can be covered.

Club officers are worse offenders because they do not begin meet-ings promptly and also often permit programs to run longer than the designated time. If members in the clubs arrived at the meeting on time, they would begin the meeting earlier and adjourn promptly.

How about it? Can you arrange to be on time at both ends?
It has been brought to the attention of everyone interested that Wooster will have a central place in the battle for the Ohio Conference championship. This is a subject that has been mentioned to outsiders that may not know much, but to every person here at Wooster and students and faculty alike, it sends a little chill up and down their spines.

Scots Doing The Impossible

Wooster, who didn’t have a ghost of a chance of doing anything in the hardwood this year, Wooster, who was rated 2nd in the Big Seven. They faced the mighty Redskins—so that we did not have our hands full of re-

Servicemen Want Teams

At an answer writer predicts that if Wooster will play these boys over there, is made up of two things, apple pie and base-

The schedule for basketball games is posted at the gym now. The first game is tonight with the Darts against the Imps, and Spuds against Princess 7:15 and at 8:15 the Trumps vs. Wooster and Peanuts vs. Miller. Next Tuesday, Feb. 22, at 7:15 Colonial vs. Darts and Blizz and Spuds vs. Spuds; and Imps vs. Tramps and Peanuts vs. Pyramids. (That’s what it says here. I’m not responsible) Then 24th the Colonial girls play Wooster and Miller plays Bliz-

If in any game, we can keep their up average in the won and col. It will be a major upset in itself. To think that the next week could enter a team and compete with the service teams and come out the way, it is has something out of a story book, but it is a plain fact.

Nest line in after the first sec-

The Scots have three Ohio Con-

the basketball game, and know that they posit the odds in favor of pay off in scores, not in words of praise. Not enough can be said to do that subject.

The season is rapidly drawing to a close, many of the big names will go to war, and many of the big names will be brought over by radio, bringing to us men and women overseas, news from home, most of all ball scores. During the World Series, the games were heard throughout the world, from the battlefield to Africa, to the far holes of the Philippines. This was America they were listening to, the thrill that they are like to hear. It is the same war that they have won to come to.

In this, will be many, by fighting the house of the ball. Last year it was the short waves of radio were enormous, bringing to us men and women overseas, news from home, most of all ball scores. During the World Series, the games were heard throughout the world, from the battlefield to Africa, to the far ends of the Philippines. This was America they were listening to, the thrill that they are like to hear. It is the same war that they have won to come to.

Will Help Baseball

Admitted, it will be a tough job to do, but it must be done. The most interesting part of the ball players in the armed services is that the Scots for the major leagues to really start operation. Use the young players, the country is full of talent, they may not as good as the veterans, but they will carry on the game. After the war, when the big shots of the major leagues will have a foundation from which to build bigger and better teams. The young players, who have experience, and class, and will be a sure thing to fill the shoes in a few years, the country will be able to take baseball like it has never seen before.

Everyone, who is a true sports lover wants baseball, that you never

It's eightey million to squander one million, even if Wooster wins, also all. Woos.
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it was in 17 towns. Denison plays Capital and Mus-

The Scots Tied For Second in Ohio Basketball Season Ends Near

At this point, in the rounding of the run into the postseason of the current basketball season, see the Wooster Scots, the dark horse of the Ohio Conference, tied for second place with Baldwin-Wallace and Muskingum. Muskingum was the victor in the Ohio Conference crown.

Scots Finish at Home

The Wooster basketball team has the remaining games of the season at home. It is still undecided whether or not the Scots will play Oberlin at a later date or not. Due to a few weeks of spare assignments, all ad-

The Scots have won their last seven games.

The Muskies also have an all-sci-lawn squad and are better than average. Something of their strength can be ascertained by looking over their string of victories. The Muskies whipped Kenyon 60-39, scored a 69-41 victory over Ohio Northern, and two consecutive victories over Rio Grande, 78-24, and 78-18.

Muskies Are Always Tough

Muskies has lost to Ohio University, Alfred, Ohio Wesley-

As a whole, the Wooster basketball team is very good. The team has played some of the finest opponents in the state, and has come through with a good showing. The team has played some of the finest opponents in the state, and has come through with a good showing.

The Scots have six Ohio Conference games left to play. In this, they can keep their up average in the won and col, but it will be a major upset in itself. To think that the next week could enter a team and compete with the service teams and come out the way, it is has something out of a story book, but it is a plain fact.
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Contest Decides College Orators

(Continued from Page 1) representation in the Peace Or- bitical Contest. The local form of the contest is known as the Second Peace Memorial Contest and offers a cash prize of $850.

Mary Eleanor Weinberger was selected as the college reader in a Blawney reading contest Friday afternoon, Feb. 11. Participating in this competition were: Marjorie Wagner, who won second place; Mary Lou Sturier, third place winner, Sara Lee Rosen, Nancy Heder, Ellen Klone, Jane Hagopian and Harriet Stener.

In the woman's oratorical contest held Friday evening, Feb. 11, Virginia C. Engstrom was the winner. The other contestants included Bet- tie DeRosa, June Luttrell, Mary Alice Green, Harriet Stener. Judges included Dr. E. Milton Vance, Dr. William Schrader, and Marie Marilyn Johnston.

Students List Views on New President

(Continued from Page 1) worker, 1 for a band leader (Wooster interest charting, they doubt), and 9 who will be satisfied with anything.

When asked if the new president should be an alumnus of Wooster, a vast majority, 209, stated it made no difference, while there were 28 negative, 12 votes for the positive.

Finally, and another vast major- ity, 238 want a liberal president, while 17 prefer a conservative, 1 reactionary, and 2 a radical. There, you have the results. Just whether the perfect fulfiller of these qualifications exists or can be found in a question is yet to be answered. Tune in next year, same time, same station, and discover for yourself.

COUNTER SHOP-WISE

— AT —
FREEDLANDERS

Despite all the snow and blizzards we've been having you can't help but be getting just an inkling of spring fever at this season of the year. It's just about time you start thinking of refreshing up some of the old outfits. Here are a few inexpensive suggestions that may help. How about a nice bright printed hanker to stick in pocket or purse. Freedlanders have some lovely spring colors for 39c to 99c. Carry out your accessory color scheme with a new kid, sure, or patent leather belt which comes in all colors at $1.00 up. A gay pair of spring cotton gloves in bright colors would look amusing, too. Some have wide cuffs which are lined in a contrasting color. A pair will cost you a range of $1.00 to $3.00. You can find all colors and combinations. If you get down early perhaps you can take in the sale on leather gloves in various colors and sizes. They are odds and ends of better gloves ranging from $1.15. Hurry and be thrifty!

For those of you who like per-sonalized lingerie, hosiery, and dickeys, Freedlanders offer a set of 12 names (all the same in one package) which can be pressed on like a-transfer and will last through any washing. They have dice having the same name in the word so hurry and get your set for 35c.

While you are right there you may as well replenish your lingerie supply from Freedlander's new spring stock.

Wooster's WAVES

(brought, are the -orphidines must fall somewhere between the ages of 20 and 40 (preferably under 35), pass suc- cessfully the mental attitude test physical examination given by the Navy Medical Department, and pass all required educational qualifi- cations. If the candidate swears through this sea of requirements successfully, she is then sent to the VTTS on the Saint College campus, Northampton, Mass., for two months of indoctrination; at the end of this training period, she is commissioned an Ensign or Lieu- tenant (j.g.). Some of the women fields open to WAVO officers are in Radar, Aircraft Recognition, Cryptography, and Air Navigation.

Over thirty Wooster women are now serving in the WAV, SPARS, WAVES, Army Nurse Corps, and Navy Nurse Corps.

March of Dimes Nets $14

A total amount of $14 was donated by the students and cadets on the Wooster campus for the war against Infantile Paralysis. Seven dollars of this amount must be used for local work and the other seven will be included in the extensive projects of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis and the states in the country. The March of Dimes drive was sponsored on the campus by the Big Four.
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STAMPS

Harvest Pledge Day

"What's Wrong With the Church?" A pro and con discussion of this important day question will be held by Baldo Wodd- bury and Bob Bricker next Sunday at Sunday Evening Forum. As usual, the meeting will be held in the "Ready Room" in lower Bab- cock at 7 p.m.

Steven M. A. Wol- bury and Bob Bricker next Sunday at Sunday Evening Forum. As usual, the meeting will be held in the "Ready Room" in lower Babcock at 7 p.m.

George Lahm

221 E. Liberty Street

WOOSTER THEATRE

Thursday

Olivia de Havillard and Sonny Tufts

"Government Girl"

Friday - Saturday

James Cagney in

"Johnny Came Lately"

and

"Harvest Melody"

Rosemary Lane

Johnny Downs

Sunday - Monday - Tuesday

Claude Colbert and

Fred MacMurray in

"No Time For Love"

Have a Delicious CHOCOLATE SUNDAY At The

SHACK

Now is the Time to Do Your Part

Buy WAR BANDS and STAMPS

The CORNER GIFT SHOP

The COLLIER PRINTING CO.